The approval of several CAR-T cell therapies highlights the ongoing transition of cell-based therapeutics from clinical trial to commercialization. This transition stage is difficult at the best of times, encompassing a shift from small- to large-scale drug production while maintaining product safety and efficacy. Cell therapy presents a unique challenge not extant to traditional medical treatments. Living cells embody an intrinsic variability of response and function that can impact their efficacy in a patient. It is important that pharmaceutical companies take pains to optimize their production workflow from the beginning, to ensure an effective and reliable product. The need for high-quality starting material is crucial to success, since the number of healthy cells in leukapheresis-derived starting material directly impacts the efficacy of the final product. In this article, we examine the processes that ensure optimal quality of the material that forms the basis of CAR-T therapies.
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Cell therapy research and clinical development has accelerated sharply in the past two decades. Once limited to bone marrow transplants, the cell therapy field is now poised to bring about significant advances in a number of different clinical indications. Some of the most notable
advances are being made in the field of immunotherapy. Chimeric antigen receptor (CAR)-T cell therapy is a rapidly emerging cancer immunotherapy that has been generating great excitement in the medical field. Clinical trials have demonstrated the remarkable effectiveness of CAR-T cell therapy in the treatment of acute lymphocytic leukemia (ALL) and certain types of B-cell lymphoma [1]. With the first few CAR-T therapies now approved for clinical use, and more in clinical trial stage, pharmaceutical companies such as Novartis and Kite Pharma (Gilead) are gearing up for the large-scale manufacture of these products [2]. Manufacture of CAR-T cell products faces unique challenges due to the intrinsic variability of both leukapheresis-derived precursor materials, and processing methods for the living cells that comprise the therapeutic product. Any drug product approved for human use must meet specified targets of safety and efficacy; more than that, each dose should have the same potency in every patient every time. The importance of product consistency cannot be overstated. Such consistency can only be achieved by developing specific guidelines for starting material quality. To realize commercial success, manufacturers will need to adopt best practices, by standardizing optimal methods of leukapheresis collection, T cell selection and isolation procedures, and biopreservation methods.

DONOR SELECTION & SOURCING

Even the most sophisticated cellular therapy has to start somewhere. It is important to remember that the biological material used to manufacture such a therapy begins with a human donor, a fact that introduces variability from the start. While automation is driving many manufacturing processes to become more closely defined, the quality of cell therapy starting material remains neither well defined nor standardized. Part of the problem is rooted in availability; indeed, the limited availability of cell and gene therapy starting material as these therapies edge closer to large-scale manufacturing is a pressing one [3,4]. For European biopharmaceutical companies, regulations prohibiting monetary reimbursement of donors for biological products only exacerbates the problem. European companies often source leukapheresis and other blood-related products from the USA, where donor reimbursement regulations are less restrictive. However, sourcing from overseas carries an additional risk of a negative impact on starting material due to long shipping distances, customs delays or inadequate cold chain management [4,5].

Another factor that can affect starting material quality is donor sourcing. CAR-T cell therapy currently relies primarily on autologous treatments sourced from the patient, in order to match individual cancer subtypes and avoid immunogenicity issues. While these individualized therapies are a boon to the patient, it is important to remember that the immune system of a cancer patient is often impacted by their disease and can look quite different from that of a healthy donor. Just as genetic factors will vary with each donor, factors such as disease state, medical history, age, demographics and lifestyle will also vary, and any or all of these factors can influence
the composition of the material being collected [6–8]. Most leukemia patients have too many immature white cells in their blood [6], making it difficult to obtain sufficient mature T cells for CAR-T cell modification and expansion. Tumor cells also release factors that let them escape detection and destruction by suppressing the immune system [9]. This can affect the type and number of T cell subtypes present in a leukapheresis collection, adding to the risk of manufacturing failure [10]. Since donor sourcing for autologous therapy carries intrinsic challenges, CAR-T manufacturers must compensate by optimizing T cell isolation techniques during both the leukapheresis procedure and isolation methods that follow [4,11]. CAR-T manufacturers should also set quality criteria for acceptable viable cell counts and immune cell subpopulation ratios for leukapheresis material.

Because it is difficult to obtain sufficient high-quality precursor material from patients with weakened or impacted immune systems [12,13], leukapheresis material from patient-matched healthy donors is frequently used for process development of autologous CAR-T cell therapies. Many small biotech start-ups working on novel CAR-T therapies rely on local hospitals and academic leukapheresis labs for obtaining starting material. Large-scale production and delivery of a pharmaceutical product, however, means working on a precise schedule that matches patient availability at numerous clinical centers across multiple distribution points. Reliance on a small local donor pool,

**FIGURE 1**

A Recallable Donor Database Supports Clinical Trial Success.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase 1 Donor requirements</th>
<th>Phase 1 Donor available</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Blood type: O-</td>
<td>Blood type: O-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age: 20—30</td>
<td>Age: 20—30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender: Male</td>
<td>Gender: Male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnicity: Hispanic</td>
<td>Ethnicity: Hispanic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HLA: DR3</td>
<td>HLA: DR3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Donor requirements</th>
<th>Donor criteria not met</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Blood type: A-</td>
<td>Blood type: A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age: 30 - 60</td>
<td>Age: 20 - 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender: Male</td>
<td>Gender: Male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnicity: African American</td>
<td>Ethnicity: Hispanic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HLA: DR3</td>
<td>HLA: DR4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
while adequate for early phase investigations and development, is not workable for large-scale process development, for which a steady supply of starting material from healthy donors is needed (Figure 1).

Assuring consistent availability of high-quality precursor material for large-scale distribution means assuring a large, reliable donor database that meets all FDA and cGMP/cGTP requirements. Biotechnology companies that provide human blood products should have access to AABB-accredited donor centers, and IRB-approved informed donors from a well-characterized database of diverse genetic backgrounds. The ability to request repeat collection from high-value donors is another important consideration. A high-value donor is one who is healthy and reliable, consistently responds well to immune cell mobilization, and provides large volume leukapheresis collection with high therapeutic cell counts [5,14]. Leukapheresis product quality and consistency impacts quality of the final product [15,16], and establishing a good donor relationship increases the likelihood that these high-value ‘superdonors’ will be amenable to repeat collections [16]. Leukapheresis providers with a large, recallable donor pool have a better chance of sourcing starting material from the right donors at the right time, helping researchers to match target patient populations during process development. There are as yet too few biological supply companies with a donor database large enough to reliably supply leukapheresis products for the burgeoning field of commercialized CAR-T cell products, and many in the industry are aware that this supply issue urgently needs to be addressed [12,17]. A model for rigorously controlled, GMP/GTP-compliant leukapheresis collection best practices has been outlined by Burger et al. [15].

Since donor supply is an ongoing challenge to autologous CAR-T cell therapy, researchers have been obliged to consider, and more recently develop, allogeneic options [18–20]. These ‘off-the-shelf’ CAR-T therapies seek to rely on healthy donors for sourcing clinical grade leukapheresis products. Access to recallable donors is particularly useful to allogeneic CAR-T clinical studies, where patient characteristics must be matched as closely as possible. A pool of recallable donors can be used to supplement the eligible donor pool for a given patient, and help ensure that both quality criteria and supply volume can reliably be met. In a study co-authored by researchers from the National Institute of Health and the National Cancer Institute [21], HLA-matched siblings were used as donors for allogeneic CAR-T cell clinical trial to treat patients with B-cell malignancies. The trial, one of the first of its kind, met with highly encouraging results, with 8 of 20 patients achieving remission. Because allogeneic cells carry a significantly higher risk of immunogenicity, this new CAR-T approach is mitigated upon engineering donor cells to be CAR-modified like their autologous counterparts, but also T cell receptor (TCR) deficient to avoid immunogenicity issues [22]. Thus far the technique looks promising; none of the patients in the Brudno study developed new-onset graft-versus-host disease, which is a common complication with allogeneic donors. It is to be hoped that the capacity to use healthy donor cells for CAR-T therapy will bring
down costs while significantly alleviating donor supply issues, allowing these therapies to be manufactured on a large scale and with 'off-the-shelf' readiness.

COLLECTION & PROCESSING METHODS

While the donor is probably the most significant source of starting material variability, collection methods are also a contributing factor. During leukapheresis, the donor’s blood is collected and separated into various components. The desired blood components, such as plasma, platelets, red blood cells and white blood cells are separated out, usually by centrifugation. The remaining blood components are then returned to the donor’s circulation. Collecting leukapheresis material from a donor requires a trained operator, preferably with substantial experience in the procedure. Leukapheresis training and collection protocols vary considerably across clinical sites, as does the leukapheresis collection equipment itself. Even leukapheresis centers with highly trained personnel tend to experience process drift over time. Standardized operating procedures and GMP/GTP compliant collection protocols will help limit variability and guarantee consistent quality.

Standardizing leukapheresis collection equipment can be difficult since collection sites are not always part of the manufacturing process. Pharmaceutical companies that wish to ensure that leukapheresis centers associated with their product are using optimal and standardized equipment, may be tasked with the cost and responsibility of sponsoring the transition to blood collection systems that support best practices for CAR-T cell product manufacturing. The Spectra Optia® Apheresis System (Terumo BCT, Lakewood, CO, USA), is currently favored in the industry as a state-of-the-art cell collection platform [23], and most, though not all, modern hospitals and clinics utilize this equipment. However, while individual hospitals can provide high-quality leukapheresis material, large-scale expansion of CAR-T products will necessitate standardization across multiple clinical sites. A more efficient path forward may be to partner with commercial suppliers of human blood products with their own network of accredited leukapheresis collection centers. CAR-T manufacturers using a commercial supplier have the freedom to set their own quality requirements regarding acceptable leukocyte cell counts and purity. Since commercial suppliers utilize a network of clinics, they can often access a robust donor database that includes a wide selection of disease state products to facilitate patient matching. They can also assure that equipment, protocols and training are fully standardized across all clinical sites.

Collection protocols are yet another factor impacting leukapheresis product variability. Leukapheresis is a specific type of apheresis focused on separating white blood cells out from whole blood. This is the method used for collecting T cells for CAR-T cell therapy. As CAR-T cell development geared up to larger, multicenter clinical trials, it became evident that a major issue facing developers was the insufficient number of target cells present in some collections; whether through insufficient collection
volume, insufficient white blood cell counts or significant contamination with unwanted cell populations. Chemotherapy, which can compromise the immune system, is a major culprit in low white blood cells counts [24], since CAR-T clinical trial eligibility is thus far limited to those patients who have failed to respond to standard chemotherapy regimens. The risk of CAR-T therapy manufacturing failure is directly related to the number of T cells (as measured by absolute lymphocyte count) found in the leukapheresis product [25]. There is also preliminary evidence that the ratio of specific T cell subpopulations affects downstream efficacy. One study from CHOP/University of Pennsylvania indicated that the number of early lineage T cells present in starting material is directly related to the efficacy of therapeutic T cell expansion and persistence once they are infused back into the patient [26]. Given the importance of initial lymphocyte counts, CAR-T cell manufacturers generally utilize collection protocols that enrich for the mononuclear cell (MNC) layer. In many cases, the monocyte component of the collected material, which is used for dendritic cell therapies, can be selectively depleted to enrich for the T cell population in the leukapheresis product.

**BIOPRESERVATION METHODS**

Unless collected leukapheresis material is going to be used immediately, it must be either stored until it can be processed or transported to the CAR-T manufacturing site. Cell therapy products are highly temperature-sensitive, and even short excursions from their optimal storage temperature can negatively impact the downstream efficacy of the final product. As soon as leukapheresis material is collected,
steps must be taken to ensure that cells remain viable and functional [27,28]. As CAR-T products move into the global manufacturing and distribution arena, these ‘living drugs’ will be exposed to longer shipping times and a higher risk of inadvertent temperature changes. Best practice for shipping and storage of cell therapy material, whether it be starting material or the finished product, must include taking steps to protect cold chain integrity (Figure 2) [29].

In addition to temperature optimization, stability of the starting material may be optimized with utilization of biopreservation media. An effective, well-designed biopreservation media mitigates risk by extending the shelf life of, and optimizing the quality of, cell therapy starting material [30,31]. The shelf life of freshly isolated leukapheresis products at room temperature is minimal; ranging anywhere from 30 minutes to a few hours, depending on the desired application [32]. Consequently, cell therapy starting material is handled in one of two ways. If the collection and treatment sites are located in the same clinic or close by one another, freshly isolated leukapheresis products can be processed within a short period of time. Once initial processing is complete, target cells may either be stored for further processing or administered to the patient.

Alternatively, if cellular starting material is to be transported off-site, it will either be prepared for cryopreservation and long-term storage, or reformulated for short-term storage at 2–8°C. This precaution protects cells from degradation, ensuring they retain maximum efficacy at the delivery site. Storage at 2–8°C has the benefit of slowing down cellular metabolism and reducing the physiological stress that can lead to functional damage or cell death. However, hypothermic temperature alone may not provide optimized protection, and cells may experience stresses from cold storage that can also lead to cell damage and cell death. An extensive body of research [32–34] has focused on developing optimal biopreservation and cryopreservation media for various cell types, under different storage conditions. Examples of such media engineered for low-temperature biopreservation include the intracellular-like formulations HypoThermosol FRS and CryoStor, which are designed in contrast to isotonic media formulated for normothermic conditions. Hypothermic biopreservation media should ideally protect cells from osmotic stress and free radical damage during exposure to hypothermic temperatures [35].

Cryopreservation is considered a practical necessity for many in the cellular therapy field, solving logistical issues such as scheduling flexibility, long-term storage, biobanking cells for future CAR-T manufacturing runs or treatment, and shipping to multiple clinical sites. Cryopreservation seeks to preserve living cells in a stable state, free from the ravages of metabolic processes or chemical reactions. While traditional cryopreservation methods have been adequate in this endeavor, cryopreservation is not without risk or room for optimization. The stress of freeze-thaw cycles on cells can lead to damage and loss of yield/viability/function via necrosis, apoptosis and secondary necrosis. Well-controlled freezing and thawing rates, and consistent
cryopreservation protocols that incorporate fully-defined, optimized, intracellular-like GMP freezing media have demonstrated preservation of starting material viable recovery and function [36]. The commercialization of CAR-T cell therapies will require standardization of donor qualification parameters, collection processes and cold chain management. Setting standardized criteria for starting material quality parameters and handling practices will minimize product variability and protect downstream efficacy.

TRANSLATION INSIGHT

Leukapheresis products are the starting material for today’s CAR-T cell therapies. Therapeutic potency is directly impacted by factors such as donor selection criteria, collection procedures, and cellular isolation and biopreservation methods. Specific guidelines and supporting data for starting material quality, combined with better donor supply logistics will help minimize variability and optimize downstream clinical outcomes.
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A Best in Class Partnership

The highest quality human primary cells paired with the gold standard in biopreservation media.

For 40 years HemaCare has provided high quality, consistent and selectable primary human cells and biological products for researchers across the globe. HemaCare offers customized collections including tailored procedures to meet your project’s methodology. With one of the industry’s largest recallable donor databases, researchers can easily locate material whether it be disease state or healthy.

BioLife’s HypoThermosol® biopreservation media extends the stability and viability of freshly isolated white blood cells. CryoStor® cryoprotectant is a GMP grade freeze media that ensures viability and functionality of cells post thaw. HemaCare has adopted these solutions in a large majority of their fresh isolations and all of their cryopreserved isolated cells. BioLife’s biopreservation protocols are optimized to ensure the safety, functionality and therapeutic efficacy of the end product.

Your Best Cell Therapeutic starts with the Best Cells and Best Biopreservative.

For further information on HemaCare’s best in class human cells please visit: www.hemacare.com. For information on BioLife Solutions’ biopreservation media products or for support with biopreservation best practices, visit: www.biolifesolutions.com.